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Leveraging benefits of strong relationships between scientists and research stakeholders
The diversity and scale of scientific research required to deliver policy advice on Southern Ocean systems requires
collaborations across scientific disciplines and between many sectors of society. A supply chain of science is needed –
from field work through analyses and modelling through to communication and on to use in society. End-users are not
only policy-makers and managers and those with specific regional interests in the Southern Ocean such as the fishing
industry and environmentalists, but also include many outside of these specific groups who wish to adapt their
businesses and interests to a future world – industry, economic and social analysts, geographers, and others. Science
for policy requires a collaboration along the length of the supply chain but this is not to be mistaken as a linear process.
Innovative solutions arise from networked conversations from everywhere in the supply chain. Mechanisms are needed
to enable these conversations to occur in the formative stages of the science process, as well as through funding models
and delivery. I will present perspectives on the experience in Australia in recent decades to enable this research model.

